WMDs found in Iraq; Bush vindicated

Victorious leader announces National Week of Gloating
By Phyuk Yu
GOVERNMENT SANCTIONED REPORTER

In a move that did not surprise patriotic and loyal Americans, our glorious leader HM George Walker Bush II Esq. announced that a massive stockpile of weapons of mass destruction was found in Iraq. In his triumphant press conference, His Excellency announced the weapons had been found in the same spider hole that ousted evildoer Saddam Hussein was found in, cowering and praying to his infernal god.

“We found the weapons in the hole, just to the right of Saddam’s filthy blanket,” said the President. “It turns out that hole was bigger that we thought.”

Inside the hole, inspectors found 25 nuclear weapons, 250 biological warfare agents, and a picture of himself drinking with the Bush girls.

The President continued his awe-inspiring speech by saying that “clearly now that the weapons have been found the war has been justified, so all Americans can now bask in the knowledge that our strategy going into Iraq was an correct one.”

One unpatriotic un-American reporter from a non-White House approved network, or any non-Clear Channel/Fox News Channel Reporter dared to ask the great leader if his statement contradicted his earlier rationale for the war, which included the possibility of links to Al-Qaeda, the liberation of the Iraqi people, and the start of a plan to remove dictatorships around the world.

The President said that “the WMD’s were what this war was all about from the beginning, obviously you were too busy printing liberal media biased information to pay attention to what excuse, I mean, justification this war was all about, the WMD’s, that we have found, right before the election, as my poll numbers have been slipping, with some paint scraped off the side. This is what this war has been about from the beginning.”

Using powers granted to him by the wise GOP-dominated congress under the new Americans Selflessly Serving and Helping Our Leader Extraordinaire [A.S.S.H.O.L.E.] Act, which grants the president the express powers to “do whatever the hell he wants to do,” the President ordered the insolent reporter to be flogged through the streets of the capital at midday.

As a result of the joyous news, all factories and businesses that have not been outsourced to friendly nations will be closed for the week for spontaneous demonstration of the great leader’s forward thinking plans to make America strong again by going to war with any nation that looks at him funny.

The president rejoiced in the news that his poll numbers shot to well over 90%, and news that his foreigner endorsed tax and spend liberal opponent announced that he will withdraw his candidacy in the face of the president’s overwhelming level of support.

Sen. Kerry, from the law of-God denying, gay-marriage endorsing state of Massachusetts was not available for comment, but Democratic Party Chair Terry McGulible said the party would continue as it had during the days after 9/11 by “opposing the president in public to not completely suppress what they have termed, “treacherous alien sneakerettes.”

Rice stated in her announcement that “these tricky Islamic spies have undermined our national security effort, and we’re not about to sit back and let them filter crypto-speak and bombs through our nation’s higher education institutions.”

As a result, the UW system has decided to isolate the See Cranky Condi.

Feds support new security wall around Pray-Sims Hall.
By Ray Sissum
ENJOYS TOBY KEITH’S PANTIES

As part of his new mandate to rule over us lowly mortals, the President announced his plan to update the presidential seal.

In a far reaching initiative targeting foreign citizens studying within the United States’ international study programs, the U.S. Government has elected to suppress what they have termed, “treacherous alien sneakerettes.”

Rice stated in her announcement that “these tricky Islamic spies have undermined our national security effort, and we’re not about to sit back and let them filter crypto-speak and bombs through our nation’s higher education institutions.”

As a result, the UW system has decided to isolate the See Cranky Condi.

Disclaimers: If you’re not laughing, then you obviously don’t know what satire is. Look it up in the dictionary (s-a-t-i-r-e) before sending us hate-mail. After all, your tuition dollars paid for this filth, so you might as well get a kick out of it. The ads are real, but the stories are not. Or are they?
Cranky Condi

from page 1

foreign insurgents and step up surveillance operations on international students. UWSP director of Residential Living, Robert Mosier told Pointless reporters that plans to build a high tech security wall around Pray-Sims Hall had recently passed through the University Budget Committee.

"The wall will include a 12 foot electrified barbed wire fence and several machine gun towers with spotlights," said Mosier. "Studies have proven that for wire fence and several machine gun towers with spotlights."

"That incident is completely untrue," said the President when asked about the validity of a news report that stated several Americans had been killed and their bodies dragged through the streets and hung from a nearby bridge.

"Those were pinatas, given to our brave troops. They were celebrating Cinco de Mayo early, no further questions," he said.

"From now on, anyone who touches the last cookie before I get my pick will get their asses kicked!"

Students protest sandpaper-like quality of toilet paper offered by university

By Stu Pidman

UWSP students gathered outside Old Main and decratered the trees, hurling rolls of the school issued "rough" toilet paper up and through the foliage outside the venerable building Tuesday afternoon.

Freshmen and seniors alike displayed signs and voiced their discontent with the current brand of toilet paper used on campus.

"This has been building for a year. He also announced plans to wear his flight suit as often as he feels the need to remind people that the war is over and he is a wartime president.

Plans were in the works by several America-hating leftist groups to protest the bold initiatives proposed by the President, however plans quickly fell apart due to lack of interest.

The President denied reports that several Americans had been killed yesterday in Iraq, as his few remaining critics cited that incident as evidence that the war is far from over and Iraq far from secure.

"That incident is completely untrue," said the President when asked about the validity of a news report that stated several Americans had been killed and their bodies dragged through the streets and hung from a nearby bridge.

"Those were pinatas, given to the local people by some of our brave troops. They were celebrating Cinco de Mayo early, no further questions," he said.

"The President also plans constitutional amendments that will ban all unwarranted criticism of the White House and its occupant, a ban on gay marriage, a requirement that all future supreme court nominees earn their law degrees from her law school and its occupant, a ban on stem-cell research except for the program to grow Vice President Dick Cheney a new heart, a measure announcing that the supreme leader of America is Jesus Christ and an amendment that sends Janet Jackson and Howard Stern to Haiti.
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I honestly had no idea this was even an issue,” said Interim Chancellor Virginia Helm. “The student voice hasn’t fallen on deaf ears. We will make every effort to bring in softer, warmer, more empathetic voices.”

However, “an effort” will not be enough to appease the riled-up student population. The longer flatter himself by thinking that the brilliant character of Foghorn Leghorn was derived from his personality.”

Allen replied, “That’s a kind, I say, that’s a complete load of horse puckey, boy. You’re about as sharp as a bowling ball, son. I say, ‘Click, whirr’ baby. It’s all there. Click whirr, click whirr, click whirr,” Allen trailed off as he obnoxiously snapped his fingers in his ear repeatedly. “Any a this gettin’ through to you anymore?” continued Allen in a rant. “I say, now listen up boy, it’s for your own good. We all know the best way to catch a real chicken is to use that stupid dog. His leash only goes so far, so I’ll tell ya what ya gotta do...”

After Allen’s lesson to me on how to “thwart that country Hillbilly mutt,” he popped in a tape of Leghorn from 1967 where he defeats the dog in the exact way he described it to me; smashing a watermelon over the dog’s head, then making the dog chase him around a corner with his leash on, thus strangling the watermelon into the ground, I will.”

Werner Bros. Studios has declined to comment on the actual lawsuit, but released a brief statement saying, “As much as Mr. Allen may resemble an arrogant, smart-mouthed, wise-assed, six-foot rooster, he should no longer be considered for employment.”

The statement also suggested that non-trad students be shown the door. “This is not a second chance school,” said Helm. “I’m sorry that these people dropped out or delayed their schooling the first time around. I do know that some needed more time to save up also. Too bad. That’s their fault, not mine or UWSP’s.”

In effect, the ban applies to all students over the age of 25. The ban has created a lot of unrest among non-trads currently attending UWSP. “It’s not fair, it’s ageism and discrimination,” said non-trad Toldom Fukskool. “I have no doubt that the majority of the faculty will side with us.”

While Helm understands the discontent of non-trads, she remains resolute in her decision. “I truly believe our campus will be better off without those know-it-all, overly self-important students and I know the majority of UWSP students agree with these ideals.”
Moving Sidewalks needed at UWSP

I have been an avid reader of The Pointer my four years of schooling at UWSP and have enjoyed the publication from afar.

But my silence had to end after I realized that nobody will champion the cause of moving sidewalks if I don't.

Let me first address the perceived negatives of transforming all our walkways into a moveable form.

First and foremost; there is the money issue.

I have figured that the price range to install the moving sidewalks would come to just over $1 million, a very workable amount. We would simply need to put together a few bake sales, run some car washes and rob a bank or two. Very simple projects if we all just pitch in. Besides, I've been casing a couple banks for a few weeks now and I assure you it's not a problem.

The only other negative I can think of is that people view these sidewalks as unnecessary. These people have obviously never taken an 8 a.m. class. Those who have know we need these sidewalks now.

Just imagine all the benefits that these sidewalks would provide: UWSP would be the first campus with these wonders of technology, causing the campus to receive national attention.

But beyond the prestige, these sidewalks are something the student body needs and deserves. So contact your SGA representative or our chancellor to show you support the moving sidewalks. Together we can achieve greatness.

Lacy Scolar
UWSP student
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Bush has replaced God

At last, my prayers have been answered.

Declaring that "God is dead" and that "a new power is rising," the College Republicans officially declared George W. Bush to be, the new God and Supreme Being. 

"The Bible is incomplete and obsolete," said one vapid-eyed College Republican who asked not to be named. "We have seen the light and the way. God is the past. Our Holy Father Bush is the future." 

The College Republicans have always been devoted to the President, but this declaration of his divine heritage came as a surprise. Christian Coalition representa­tives immediately cried foul, saying the CRs stole their idea.

College Republican representatives immediately declared that they would instantly petition for the "Book of Bush" to be added to every Bible in America. 

"The light and path of Bush is the only way to salvation," CR rep Robert Blake said. "Our God Bush has proven that He is the chosen path. We are his humble servants and will carry out his work."

College Republicans also intend to erect a giant golden statue and altar to Bush on campus where they and other chosen ones will worship the new deity to their hearts' content.

The campus library will be demolished to make way for the statue, which will be visible from several states.

"Books and facts are meaningless," Blake said. "Our God Bush has proven that one does not need to know how to read or recognize facts to achieve greatness. We forsake all learning and knowledge for your glory, O mighty God and Father Bush."

Other College Republican projects glorifying the new deity will include planned crusades against Democrats and Independents, who will now be consid­ered "infidels" and "worthy of cleansing."

Plans for "reeducation" camps for such infidels are rumored to be under way, intended to free the world for followers of the new God.

"We will not stop until all America and the world worship the one true God Bush as we do," Blake said. "We will also petition Mel Gibson to digitally replace Jesus with Bush in The Passion of the Christ so all can see how much he has suf­fered for us."

When asked about his new status as a deity, Bush was somewhat taken aback.

"Um, that's nice," he said. "Look, I don't handle such things. Go ask Uncle Dick or Aunt Condi if it's okay."

Despite this less than ringing endorse­ment from their new God, the College Republicans are devout in their embrace of the new savior.

"God, Jesus, Allah, Buddah, they are all false idols," Blake said. "Bush is the one true God. All will embrace the Book of Tax Cuts or be smitten by the power of his mighty smirk. We praise you and worship you, O mighty God and Father."

Blake then scurried off to prepare to sacrifice the "harlot" Janet Jackson as an offering to the great God Bush.

As a Fox News drone, I really love this. I officially swear my allegiance to the Great God Bush. God is dead. Jesus sucks. Bush is the light and the way.

Bill O'Reilly

Liar, liar, pants on fire

ASK CHESTY MCBOOBERSON

Great advice from a ginormous chest

Dear Mr. McBooBeron

Straight-up, I can't get laid. I've tried everything to coax the ladies back to my room. I buy the expensive cologne, dress to the nines and I'm always polite. But I consistently get ditched for someone else. What am I doing wrong?

-Loveable Lover

Dear Lover,

I'm assuming that you're a very lonely man, but that's all right. I've slept with my share of "dirty men." So, being ugly is not an excuse.

First off, drop the polite bullshit. This isn't the Middle Ages, chivalry is dead, so deal with it. When you're polite, you come off as wuss. Don't ask the lady if she wants to dance, pull her out on the dance floor and give her ass a good squeeze. Sure, you may get slapped at first, but eventually she'll come around.

Good luck on the booty hunt and when you come home empty handed, which I assume you will, just think of me when you're pleasing yourself.

Dear Chesty,

My sister is a self-centered bitch. I keep trying to remember the qualities she has that I like, but I can't think of any. I know I'm supposed to love her, but I can't even stand to talk to her. What should I do?

-Confused Sibling

Dear Sibling,

I'm sorry. I thought this column was for legitimate problems. Everybody hates their brother/sister, it's the way of the world. You should be thinking about problems that really matter, like poverty and Janet Jackson's nipple.

-McBooBerson

Dear McBooBerson,

All I want to do is play video games all day every day. When I'm in class I find myself thinking about whatever game is sitting in my X-Box. I find myself lying to my girlfriend so I can leave early and get a game in before bedtime.

Is this normal?

-Dedicated Gamer

Dear Gamer,

Yes, you have a problem, you douchebag. Join reality; it's a pretty good time here in the real world.

Of course, you could continue to exist in your cheesy video game uni­verse until your complexion turns all pasty and nasty, you become attached to your couch and the controller becomes an extension of your hand. Sounds fun.

That's right, you mentioned a girl­friend as well. The hell. A dork like you finds someone who wants to spend time with him, and then you lie to her. Do 100 Hall Marys and write me again in two weeks.

Madame McBooBerson,

I want you, how can I get you to come to my house?

-Your Soulmate

Dear Soulmate,

You're so romantic. But You could never get me, so don't try. Go use your soulmate crap on some foolhardy female. No soup for you!

Chesty,

I'm so depressed. What's the point of living?

-Freshman failure

Dear Failure,

Stop feeling sorry for yourself and get your shit together. If you're thinking about suicide, you're a selfish asshole; what about your family? Huh, think your mom will like that? I suggest a heavy dose of strip clubs and hookers. Just make sure you wrap it up.
MARRVIN'S HAS ARRIVED!
AND LIFE AT UWSP JUST GOT BETTER...

Three and a half decades ago on a tiny college campus in Indiana, a wise man named Marvin K. Long risked everything he had and opened a restaurant. He hired university students, who helped him to plan his menu and service. In the 33 years since, MARRVIN's has fed hundreds of thousands of people and has gained a worldwide reputation for excellence.

Until today, there was only one place in the world to get the original Garlic Cheesburger. Until today, only one place would deliver the Garlic Cheesburger, Mexican food, salads, cheese fries, pizza, and egg rolls from the same kitchen. Until today, there was only one MARRVIN's.

We are proud to announce that MARRVIN's has chosen UWSP as its second home and is now open for business. The much-vaunted MARRVIN's cuisine is now yours to savor. Currently, there are students on campuses all over Indiana who are furious that they were not chosen as the home of the second MARRVIN's. You owe it to yourselves to find out why MARRVIN's considers Pointers to be the luckiest group of students in the world.

Call for delivery, call for pickup, or stop by for a sit-down meal and a good time. We're the place that was designed specifically for students by students and has something to offer for all tastes and palettes.

Come taste the sensation that attracted President Jimmy Carter, Aerosmith, John Mellencamp, and hundreds of thousands of students to eat at the one-and-only MARRVIN's:

World's Only 12 Star Restaurant! Proudly Feeding College Students Since 1971.

Home Of The World Famous GARLIC CHEESE BURGER

For Delivery or Pick-Up Call 715-342-4000 (3663)

Hours:
Mon - Thurs 5:00pm to 1:00am
Fri & Sat 5:00pm to 2:00am
Sunday 5:00pm to Midnight

Delivery Charge 50¢
Minimum Delivery $4.00

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice
Prices Do Not Include Sales Tax

MARRVIN'S IS NOW HIRING DRIVERS, COOKS, AND CASHIERS! PLEASE APPLY IN PERSON. ASK FOR FRED.

THE WET BURRITO
$4.75
Big enough to bring a hangover. A 12" soft shell burrito stuffed with beef, lettuce, sour cream, and shredded cheese. Just dip it in salsa.

BURRITO W/THAI CREAM
$2.25
A regular burrito with an extra shot of flavor

BURRITO OIL
$2.85
Beef, lettuce, tomato, black olives, spicy shredded cheese, mild salsa, and sour cream stuffed into a 12" soft shell

VEGETARIAN BURRITO OIL
$2.85
Same as the burrito oil, only with mushrooms (piled beans) instead of beef.
One man’s quest to do the inevitable

By Ofresha Clain DeNuter
CLEANER OF EXTREMITIES
THICK AND THIN

Fueled in part by the recent attempt of one man to eat McDonald’s food entirely for one month, UWSP’s own Phil McCracken has attempted the very same but with an eatery that many say would be far worse – yes, you guessed it. It is none other than that wonderful cafeteria dining place known as Debot.

McCracken, an avid Debot enthusiast who regularly goes to Debot to the extent of once every other day of eating Debot every nook and cranny, most noticeably on his tongue and the tops of his ears. One day, while sitting in class, he went to erase a marking on his paper only to hear a rather distinct sound coming from the corner of his paper. He rubbed his hand against the belly button. Throughout this time, McCracken’s feet grew by two shoe sizes. Unfortunately, as McCracken noted, the body region that is closely correlated to shoe size remained surprisingly small. Sadly, by day 21 McCracken had to end his quest of doing the unthinkable.

In addition to the change in physical experience, what McCracken endured, he also had to cast friendships aside during this time; however, this was not by choice. As Chinky Shittaker, close friend of McCracken said, “It is really hard to maintain a friendship with someone as grotesque as McCracken has become during this whole thing.”

Those that have tracked McCracken on his quest, hygienists and doctors alike, have stated that what McCracken endured was far worse than eating McDonald’s for a month.

As Cravin Moorehead, renowned doctor of body orifice conditions, said, “It is unfathomable that McCracken was able to go as long as he did. If I were to put aside my own personal image during this whole thing, I mean, to have no regard for grotesque body hair growing in unsightly places and pus engulping each shirt he put on within an hour, says a great deal about this man’s perseverance.” What McCracken went through was far worse than a routine toxicosis of the liver as was experienced by the man who only ate McDonald’s for a month.

McCracken, since ending his mission, noted that eating Debot made him forget what taste tastes like. He now has a greater appreciation for the tastiness and texture of rice cakes. As McCracken added, “Nothing compares to biting into a crisp, partially stale, unflavored rice cake after experiencing Debot – nothing.”

When asked if he would recommend that anyone attempt this feat, McCracken had rather mixed feelings. “I would recommend it for anyone who has a loss of humanity and self esteem. If you have completely lost all hope and respect for life, then this is certainly the diet for you,” McCracken said.

So, if you find that the man is getting you down and you don’t exactly know what to do to prove a point, or if you’re out of reach, then I challenge you to take on the feat that McCracken set for himself. And if you have it in you, and you can sustain the dreaded Debot for an entire month, I have pity on the friends, family and employees that have to be in your company during that time. As McCracken puts it, “My only words of encouragement to those that wish to embark on this feat are, “Happy growin’.”

Cheney announces Saddam/Sauron alliance

By Smeagol the Hobbit
PRECIOUS SEEKER

In another strange turn in the Bush administration’s never-ending search for a new excuse for the Iraq war, Vice President Cheney declared that Saddam Hussein’s evil reach stretched all the way to Middle Earth.

In front of dumbfounded reporters, Cheney declared that Saddam had formed a pact with Sarunon, the evil Dark Lord of Mordor, and had been receiving advice on WMDs. Cheney further went on to declare that Sauron had secretly slipped the One Ring to Saddam to keep it safe.

“The evil of Saddam knew no bounds,” Cheney declared. “With the Ring in his possession, who knows what destruction he could have wreaked on the free world? If we had not invaded Iraq, we would have Orcs on the front lawn of the White House by now.”

Cheney’s comments were seen as yet another attempt by the administration to deflect attention from the lack of weapons of mass destruction in Iraq. The supposed threat of a chemical, biological or nuclear attack from Saddam was the major reason given for going to war to topple him. With the weapons apparently non-existent, the Bush administration is trying desperately to cover their failure.

Cheney’s comments, however, were quickly repudiated by Saddam himself. The Dark Lord was unable to speak in person, being just a giant eyeball stuck atop his tower of Barad-dur, but he was able to send a message via his spokesman the Witch King. “I have no idea what that little troll is talking about.”

Sauron added that he didn’t even know where the Ring is these days. It got cut from my finger long ago and trust me, that hurt. Last I heard, some frigging hobbit took it. “He’d better watch it,” Sauron said.

Cheney persisted in making his wild claims, making doe eyes at his gardener had it.”

Sauron concluded by saying that if Cheney persisted in making his wild claims, he would send the Ringwraiths to “open up a major case of Middle Earth whoopass on his bunker-dwelling hide.”

“He’d better watch it,” Sauron said. “I would never shut up, he would shut up the Ringwraiths will be the least of his worries. If he really pisses me off, I’ll shove him up Shelob’s butt crack.”

Cheney stood by his remarks. “Where else do you think those WMDs went? Saddam used the Ring to make them invisible. Trust me, we have vast and extensive evidence on this. We can’t show any of it to you, of course, but trust me, the connection exists.”

Cheney then ran off as fast as he could to his bunker, with the Black Riders close behind.

Upset that this space is not used in a more constructive manner? Well, that is too bad. This is the Pointless so your thoughts mean nothing. Someone, somewhere might care, but I doubt it.
**LET'ER RIP**

**PointCash, the way to pay ... no more**

"I have lost my identity": student cries over the loss of the PointCard

By Makya Bustagutt

KEEPR OF THE SEAL LACE

A decision late last Friday to end the use of the PointCard has left many students in disarray. Interim chancellor Virginia Helm made the decision late Friday afternoon at the behest of faculty, while students protested PointCard has left many students in disarray. Interim their feelings against the matter.

"I view this as a matter against personal hygiene. I can't do to infume your classroom with foulness, then you have

"know I am not alone in feeling this way." You can always call us when you need us.

just for making things easier for us. You can always call us when you need us.

with a variety of knives, spoons and sporks.

pass eventually," Ron Jeremy, one of the hostage negotiators, said. "It's just like Debot's food to mutate into a superior form of life. I'm just amazed it hasn't happened before." Unbeknownst to Jeremy, such Debort-related incidents have occurred at Point. The last recorded case was in 1988, when a jar of mayonnaise left out in the sun for three weeks morphed into a ravenous, flesh-eating blob that devoured half of Pry-Sims. The mayo monster was eventually defeated when a giant loaf of bread was dropped on it, sucking it up.

"You're just grateful to the CAs from Steiner Hall who did the legwork to expose the scandal," Jeremy said. "But we can't risk him feeding pieces of himself to hungry. Outside a filled Alumni room, students will begin anew as well. The only thing that I know is that I know what it feels like." Students hoping to receive some kind of refund

and at least a dozen employees are being held hostage by intelligent meat that was originally intended for next Thursday's dinner menu.

"All reports are still sketchy as of this writing, but it appears the meat, which has been sitting around for months unattended, has mutated into an intelligent life form with the ability to use weapons. The meat has harried itself inside Debot and is holding everyone inside hostage.

Residential living busted for embezzlement

By Klaus Minded

I DON'T CARE.

Earlier this week a group of CAs from Steiner Hall exposed Residential Living for embezzling money from incoming students. The CAs' names cannot be released at this time due to the ongoing investigation
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Local frat boy claims to have largest unit in Portage County

By Lil' Jon

WHAT? WHAT? OKAYYYY!

UWSP student and frat (er, fraternity) member Richard Cranium has seen a ton of penises in his day, but none have matched up to his enormous 14-inch “fully automatic love gun.”

“Cranium, a member of the Iota Lotta Cum frat (er, fraternity), first noticed his gift of size when comparing length with other brothers.

“You know, we were all trashin’ and playing around, one time led to another and my brother Joe said that nobody’s ever jabbed his tonsils with a rod so hard before,” said Cranium. “I guess I scraped up his throat pretty badly. Then I knew I was big – Joe, that kid gets around a lot!"

Cranium’s self-investigation concluded that he did indeed hold the record for the longest unit at UWSP, measuring in at a dominating 14 1/4 inches.

“I have a huge joke ding-dong, but my little six-inchers, but I really do have to tie this shit around my leg,” said Cranium. “It’s embarrassing to be sitting in class with shorts on and have big Randy sneak a peek at that hot slut sitting next to me. It’s a total game-killer. At least in class, that is.”

Cranium, along with Health Services, conducted surveys among Portage County males willing to take the survey. The closest cock measured out to ten inches, a solid four inches short of Cranium’s.

“See? They ain’t got shit on big Randy,” said Cranium.

Of course, Cranium and Health Services couldn’t survey every male in the county – only those willing to participate.

“I know I’m the biggest. I’m taking this thing statewide,” boasted Cranium. “If any of you out there think you can rival big Randy, I’d like to see it. Long live Iota Lotta Cum!”

Offended yet? Don’t worry, there is still plenty of reading ahead to set your *momentum*. Here at the Pointer, being offensive is our duty this week. Happy reading!

Special Stoner-Emphasis Classes Added to Timetables

By Miguel “Rumspringa” Sanchez

Drug Dealer Keeper-Away

In a long overdue move, Interim Chancellor Virginia Helm finally agreed to add stoner classes to the UWSP curriculum next fall.

“This is a great day for the stoners on our campus,” said Helm. “And we all know there are plenty of them here. The dopers have spoken.”

The classes specially designed for stoners will all begin eight minutes later than normal classes, will be all lecture and film-based (including several courses that are solely web-based), non-mandatory in attendance, take-home exam only and each enrolled student will receive a new Nalgene bottle, roach clip and “heady dank crystals” for a chakra boost.

“I’m glad to get those potheads out of my classes,” said nonsmoker Betty Narcomatic. “They always come in late, smell like doobies and they wear like 17 sweatshirts in the winter instead of one jacket. Just give in and wear winter clothing like the rest of us, stupid hippies!”

UWSP Board of Regents votes unanimously that education is the most rigorous major on campus

In a non-roll-call vote held this past Monday, the Board of Regents awarded the distinct honor of “Most demanding major on the UWSP campus” to those involved in the School of Education.

This is an honor that few majors ever attain. As Lolonda Nuggets, an elementary education major said, “Few students understand what education majors actually have to go through. The amount of time that we put in sitting in class doodling as professors continuously talk about appropriate desk height is unfathomable.”

It is no surprise that those involved in the School of Education have the overall highest GPAs on campus. The amount of dedication these students demonstrate through taking open book tests and having classes solely based on coming to class and listening to the jargon told to them by distinguished professors truly defines the honorable college student.

“Education students deserve so much more credit than other majors on campus. I mean remembering the order, family, and genus names of over 300 birds is nothing compared to what they go through on a daily basis,” said Bucky Tearnova, a UWSP biology student.

To all of you education students, we salute you. You are most certainly the epitome of hard work.

UWSP Health markets new “breather condoms”

New style a hit among campus sinners

By Skeeter McGee

Got your Lennon-like a Foamy Latvia

UWSP Health Services has patented a new type of breathable condom called “breathers” that allows more air and fluid circulation to the penis during coitus.

“Men have never really been comfortable wearing condoms,” said Health Services Nurse Rosey Palmkitten. “We hope to eliminate that no-comfort issue with our new line of Breathers.”

The state-of-the-art condoms will feature slits down each side, allowing for more comfort in addition to better air circulation.

“They feel great,” said student Harry Knockerturp. “Almost like I’m not wearing a condom at all.”

Health Services is anticipating an absolute condom-market boom with their release of Breathers. Much of the profit made from Breathers will be filtered back into the University’s child-care program and the play area located outside the College of Professional Studies building.

“Attaining an understanding of the yoga chakras will be a main goal of all stoners enrolled in the stoner curriculum.”

Photo by The Lizard Queen

“Breathers will be available on the mainstream market in late April, just in time for human breeding season.”
SPASH flag football star declares for 2004 NFL draft
Young star hopes to be early first day selection
By Bull Schitter
UWSP The Pointer

17-year-old Thomas "Skeeter" Franklin, wide receiver for The Friendly Bar Fireflies flag football team, has declared himself eligible for the upcoming NFL draft.

Unlikely Heros

"Maurice Clarrett's brave fight against the NFL has given me an opportunity to live my dream," stated Franklin at his high school's pro day.
The 5'10", 147 pound Franklin was a dominant player in the Stevens Point co-ed flag football league.

"We don't really keep stats," said Skeeter, "but I know I scored at least 10 touchdowns over the last couple of years. I'm a threat to take it to the house on every play."
Franklin burst onto the scene two years ago in his first game with the Fireflies when he caught a pass on a two-yard crossing pattern and took it 37 yards for the winning score against The Friendly Bar's main rival, the St. Stephen's Academy Little Sisters.

"Those fifth grade girls didn't know what hit them. They'd beaten us five years straight so I knew I had to make a play," said a proud Franklin.
Since Franklin took over as a starter for The Friendly Bar, the Fireflies have become a force in the four team city league, placing second and third in the last two seasons.

"Yeah, I wasn't able to get a championship for the Fireflies, but we play in a really tough league," said Franklin.
In addition to the Little Sisters, the league features perennial powers the Stevens Point School for the Blind, and the 18-time defending champion SPASH Alternative Delinquents.

SPASH's pro-day had quite a crowd in attendance. One of the spectators was Franklin's mother, Virginia Franklin. "I think Thomas is the best player ever," gushed Virginia. "I think any football team will be lucky to have him."
Also in attendance was SPASH Alternative Delinquent Muniz to form an all-star backcourt in the Beverly Hills Rich Kids' Rec League last season. Wow averaged 27 points and 19 assists per game play.

Senior on the Spot
Jesús H. Christ - Savior Dude

Career Highlights
- Walking on water...duh!
- Uh...Forty days and nights in the desert
- Inspiring whole civilizations to crush each other
- Bagged 37 prostitutes in one night

Major - Religious Studies and Theatre
Hometown - Gary, Indiana (Daddy Joe was transferred to Jerusalem when I was one)
Nickname - "Jehovah", "God" and "JC Chasez"

Do you plan on saving lost souls after graduation? - Hey, if it gets me laid, I'm all for it.

What is your favorite aspect of saving souls? - The pussy. Without a doubt, the pussy.

Most embarrassing moment? - That whole hanging on the cross episode wasn't real fun. My Johnson was hanging out, and it was a cold day!

If you could be anyone for a day, who would you choose? - Ron Jeremy...I get tons of ass, but that camera just turns me on.

What CD is in your stereo right now? - Marilyn Manson (I like to stay current on what the competition is up to.)

If you could take anyone on a dream date, who would it be, and where would you go? - Madonna. We would go to a freaky burlesque house I know. She says she doesn't believe in me, but once she gets a load of the heavenly jungle, she'll believe. Oh yes, she'll believe.

If you could invite any three people (dead or alive) over for dinner, who would you choose? -
1. Allah
2. Quagmire from "The Family Guy"
3. That Holy Ghost guy (I heard he's got some great rufies)

What will you remember most about saving souls at UWSP? - I'll see the face of every person that I made a difference in the life of, and...oh yeah...the bitches.

Do you have any parting words for the underclassmen? - Remember that I'll be watching next time you're flogging the dolphin to pictures of Natalie Portman. Shalom, batuch, shalom!
Bennett to take over at Eastern Washington

"I miss my brother," admits coach

By Harpo Freywin

Jack Bennett has announced that he is leaving UW-Stevens Point for a Division I head coaching position at Eastern Washington.

Bennettball

"Really, I just miss Dick," said a tear-yoked Bennett as he packed up his office on Wednesday. "I really don't have anything left to accomplish here anyway, so I might as well move on."

Local journalist admits to "making up" team's championship run

By Randall Jackson

After a lengthy investigation, UWSP officials have found that the recent Division III men's championship run by the UWSP men's basketball team was a figment of a lonely journalist's imagination.

Men's Basketball

Jerry Rhodes, the sports editor at The Stevens Point Journal, admitted to fabricating the story when prodded by a private investigator.

"It was always my dream to cover a national championship team," said Rhodes. "Since a majority of this community can barely read, and most have never left Stevens Point, I figured my story would go off without a hitch. If it wasn't for those meddling kids..."

Those meddling kids that Rhodes is referring to are Dan Mirman, Editor-In-Chief of the student newspaper, The Pointer, and Shaw Kozlowski, the sports director at STV. Both became alarmed after reading daily stories in the Journal about the championship run and not being notified by the university that the team was still playing.

"I was beginning to feel a little left out," said Kozlowski. "I mean, this school was cruising to a national championship and all I knew about it was a crappy story in the paper every day."

Mirman echoed Kozlowski's sentiments, saying, "At first, I had trouble finding information, and that's what set me off as to the truthfulness of the story. Well, that, and seeing Nick Bennett sloshed at The Friendly Bar on the night he was supposedly in Washington scoring 37 points."

Unfortunately, some fans weren't as lucky as Kozlowski and Mirman, and didn't find out about the hoax until getting to Salem, Virginia.

"We drove for 17 hours straight," said jersey-chaser Maggie Swallows. "When I got there and found out that I wouldn't be able to throw myself at Eric Maus, it was pretty disappointing. It's a good thing that those stads from Williams College were there to ease my pain."

Even the Pointer basketball players themselves were surprised at the stories appearing in the local paper.

"When I read that we supposedly won at sectionals, I was like, 'Damn, did I miss the plane again?'" said senior point guard Nick Krajnik. "It took me a few minutes to figure out what year it was. Wait, where am I?"

Junior forward Jason Kalsow, who supposedly won the championship game at the final buzzer, was flattered by the attention.

"Jersey-chasers were chasing me all over, even more than normal," said Kalsow. "Hey, I'll take the publicity. It might help me get a better draft position for the NBA next year."

Currently the community and university are deciding what charges, if any, will be brought upon Rhodes.

The Week Ahead...

Drinking: Pretty much everyone, Pretty much everywhere, Every day, all day

Booty Calls: At Bruisers, Thurs., 12:30 a.m.—2:30 a.m.

Stalking: At Roach Hall, Room 232, Sat., 1:30 p.m.

(spooky!!!)

Crank Calls: This office, Later tonight

Trippin': At Schmeckle Reserve, Fri., 11:30 p.m.*

*Game can be heard on 90 FM

D&D club holds slam dunk contest

Kalsow warns, "Stick to your dorky war games."

By Tom Emanski

Inspired by UWSP's men's Division III basketball championship, the university's Dungeons & Dragons club surprisingly ventured outside and to the Quad to slam dunk contest.

Dorks

As a special treat to his cousin, D&D president Melvin Kalsow, Pointer star forward Jason Kalsow served as the judge for the contest.

The contest started rather slowly, as each of the 12 participants missed his first eight dunk attempts.

As the contest went into sudden death overtime, competition heated up between the club's top two athletes, Frederick Johansson and Kirby Rogers.

Johansson, who has a year of high school junior varsity golf on his resume, continued to talk trash to Rogers, a former figure skater.

"Frederick, really chapped mypastry," said Rogers. "When he accused me of stealing his strongest wizard, that set me off."

I knew I had to take it to his house."

Rogers responded with a thunderous throw-down that shook the gym. Unfortunately, no one saw it, as Jason Kalsow got bored and left, turning out the lights on the participants just as Rogers flew into the air.

When questioned about his decision, Kalsow responded with a sigh.

"Well, that was 45 minutes of my life I'll never get back, dammit," said Kalsow. "It sucks that one of these guys is going to be my boss next year."

Tennessee Boltsmokers

Bluegrass

Are Coming to

Clark Place

1009 Clark Street

Friday, April 2nd

Saturday, April 3rd

Tangerine Trousers

Eclectic Mixture of Folk, Jazz and Rock!

Both Shows Start @ 8pm

Call 343-1530 for Details!
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WIAC baseball programs adopt steroid-only policy

by Juice McGillicuddy

The new policy states that any given player must put on at least 20 extra pounds of muscle over the course of WIAC play. While the rule has raised some eyebrows, most players and coaches have welcomed the so-called "Roid Rule" with open arms.

"A chance to add 20 pounds of muscle with minimal exercise? How can it be a bad idea?" said a UWSP head baseball coach. "I think all coaches are in favor of a rule that could do that for their team."

"I don't see any reason why this decision would be reversed, I believe the punishment fits the crime," O'Brien said. He also added that sensitivity training was in no way related to the team's chronic underachievement the last few seasons.

"This is bullshit. I don't think Frank understands that we're the Shafts of this school. Every woman wants us and every guy wants to be us," said junior Mike Brolsma.

"And what happens if this training stuff sticks? How can we keep our edge on the ice if we actually care about other people?" Baldarotta said that the team plans on appealing the decision and added that he won't rest until this injustice has been fixed.

"It's not really in response to one particular event or skirmish, instead I made the decision after looking at all the problems we've had with this team in particular," said O'Brien. He also added that sensitivity training was no more than half of the time during the press conference.

"I think all coaches are in favor of a rule that cares me half to death," said WIAC commissioner Gary Kamer. "If some all athletes should be able to use. Also, the casual sports fan might find baseball boring. With steroids involved, it's a whole new ball game. Literally."

Head Coach Joe Baldarotta was more upset about the punishment than his players violations.

"Sensitivity training, what the hell is this? These are hockey players not little bitches and they should be treated that way," said Baldarotta. "Besides, people need to understand this is how all hockey players act. They are more important than other students and that gives them more privileges."

The skaters' required punishment is to spend a minimum of 20 hours in any of five courses on a list that O'Brien had given to the team before the conference. All members of the team must complete the required hours or they will not be allowed to compete in the next season. Obviously the decision was not welcomed very warmly by the majority of the team."

"This new policy should add at least 30 home runs and 100 runs to our line-up," predicted UWSP head baseball coach Pat Bloom. "I think all coaches are in favor of a rule that could do that for their team."

While the rule is widely accepted by the WIAC baseball community, some players hold strong disdain towards the newly formed rule.

"I don't want to be some kind of testosterone one freak with a short temper and a bald head," said an unidentified player from UW-Oshkosh. "I've heard what steroids do to you and it scares me half to death. I will do what's best for the team, but I do have some doubts."

Those players who wish to refrain from the new drug policy will face stiff penalties. Drug tests will be taken every week. If a player tests negative for steroids, they will face a five game suspension. For every offense after the first negligence, the suspension will increase by 2 games.

"All we are trying to do is level the playing field," said WIAC commissioner Gary F. Karner. "If some players take the drugs, I think all athletes should be able to use. Also, the casual sports fan might find baseball boring. With steroids involved, it's a whole new ball game. Literally."

Head Coach Joe Baldarotta was more upset about the punishment than his players violations.

"Sensitivity training, what the hell is this? These are hockey players not little bitches and they should be treated that way," said Baldarotta. "Besides, people need to understand this is how all hockey players act. They are more important than other students and that gives them more privileges."

When Baldarotta was asked if he would attend the sensitivity training himself, he only glared at the crowd and gave an emphatic, "No."

The skaters' required punishment is to spend a minimum of 20 hours in any of five courses on a list that O'Brien had given to the team before the conference. All members of the team must complete the required hours or they will not be allowed to compete in the next season. Obviously the decision was not welcomed very warmly by the majority of the team."

"This is bullshit. I don't think Frank understands that we're the Shafts of this school. Every woman wants us and every guy wants to be us," said junior Mike Brolsma.

"And what happens if this training stuff sticks? How can we keep our edge on the ice if we actually care about other people?"

Baldarotta did say that the team plans on appealing the decision and added that he won't rest until this injustice has been fixed.

"I see no reason why this decision would be reversed, I believe the punishment fits the crime," O'Brien said. He also added that sensitivity training was in no way related to the team's chronic underachievement the last few seasons.
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50 CENT NIGHT IS BACK!

*50 CENT TAPS

*50 CENT RAILS

BASEMENT BAR
$2.00 20 OZ.
*FREE POOL*
10:00 - 11:00 PM

$4.00
LADIES

$8.00
GUYS

1/2 PRICE IF YOU WEAR A SKIRT!

$2.50
BOMBS TIL 11:00PM

$2.00 20 OZ.
*FREE POOL*
10:00 - 12:00 PM

CROWD CHALLENGE BOXING
LADIES NIGHT
BUILD YOUR OWN BOMB

VISIT US ON THE WEB AT:
www.bruisers.com

DRINK CHEAP!
Get ready for hot babe hunting

By Warden T.T. Sandwiches

NO THERE AREN'T X-RAY GOGGLES

April 2 brings the long awaited 2005 Hot Babe Hunting Season. Early spring is prime time for bagging these feisty critters who, with the arrival of warmer weather, emerge in hoards from their winter-time hibernation grounds.

Wisconsin DNR Hot Babe-ologist Chuck Pepper has been studying the Hot Babe, Homo Gorgeusianus, in Wisconsin for 18 years.

"With the ever increasing human population in Wisconsin, there has been a sharp correlation in the emergence of the sub-species, Hot Babe," said Pepper. "The species tends to congregate in settings such as beaches and college campuses, making UWSP a prime target for professional babe hunters."

This spring hottie was photographed sunning herself outside the U.C.

Photo by Gary Clitman

David Blaine goes for booze marathon

By Robby N. Ahat

AGREES WITH CAPTAIN REARFIELD PANTS

Most fans of street magic agree that David Blaine is the premier magician roaming the gutter these days. Working the streets of New York, Blaine wowed audiences with his "levitation" illusion.

Lately, Blaine has moved from simple street magic to spectacular feats of endurance. These included standing on top of a pole for days on end, being buried alive, frozen in a block of ice and, most recently, living without food in Working the streets of New York, Blaine wowed audiences of the human body to drink shitty beer, sweat profusely, a tree and followed an 18-year old to Smith Hall. I told dance to overrated college bands and score big time with my plan to beef up the mullet population, set to begin in the spring of 2005.

"It's a hairstyle that makes sense for the people of Wisconsin. It keeps your neck warm in the winter and shaded in the summer," said DNR Mulletologist Norm Mall. "Just because something stops being popular, doesn't mean that it's illegal or unethical to exterminate it altogether. The mullet is a natural part of our ecosystem."

Mall believes that if action is not taken now, the hairstyle could be extinct within the next five years. Studies have shown that the mullet has received a severe backlash during the 90's and the anti-mullet phenomenon has continued into the new millennium. The mullet opposition have voiced their protest of the DNR reintroducing the hairstyle into central Wisconsin.

Joey Styles, the president of the UWSP branch of the anti-mullet federation (AMF) finds it difficult to believe that the DNR is attempting to prolong the life of the mullet.

"This is absurd. The mullet is a much more talented hairstyle that should have been killed off years ago. An ignorant few have allowed it to pollute our state. These critters should be removed, not endorsed."

Regardless of the AMF protests, Agent Mall hopes that when the locals see others sporting the hairstyle, they will believe the mullet is back in fashion and grow their hair long in back once more, causing mullet populations to flourish.

Despite the DNR's plan to go ahead with the mullet reintroduction, the AMF plans to fight them every step of the way.

"Whenever we get a mullet, we will shave that head. No question," said Styles. "I'm sick and tired of these mullet wearers giving all of Wisconsin a bad name as hicks. We're here to honorble citizens and oportunum to ensure that the reintroducion is a success."

Mr. Winters' two cents from the gates of sensility

"How's it going, Shap? I have been wondering for a long time why nobody told me about the demon in my hat? The demon thing stole my left shoe last week, but I don't intend to let that demon sical on my hat as well. I lined the brim with cottage cheese and rat feces, 'cause hey, demons don't like that stuff."

"I fixed you some oatmeal, too."

"I lost my left shoe today. If I knew who you were, I would tell you to change my shoes and tell me that story again. Scat, you dirty wiyriyig!!"

"That oatmeal better not be in my shoe again! Bisquits."

"Hey, now, "Go on and Geeeeeet!" Here, Shap. Good boy. See 'im Shep, see that rascal mastodon through the palm tree and the vines. Whoa baby. Ha cha-cha."

- Mr. Winters
President, N. American Mastodon Club

Wild Mullet population drops

Emergency reintroduction plan to be implemented

By Hilary Aussdoo

GUTS OF INFECTED PUPPETS

The Great Northern Mullet/ Wild Neckwarmer is in danger. Call it what you will, but the favorite hair Style of the 1980s is on the verge of becoming extinct after the govern­ment began paying $50 a pelt for the critters in the late 80's.

In an attempt to stave off elimi­nation of the hairstyle from the wild, the DNR is planning an extensive mullet reintroduction program, set to

The plan will work by trapping wild Europeans and Canadians who still sport the hairstyle and then relocating them in rural Wisconsin cit­ies. Mall hopes that when the locals see others sporting the hairstyle, they will believe the mullet is back in fashion and grow their hair long in back once more, causing mullet populations to flourish.

Despite the DNR's plan to go ahead with the mullet reintroduc­tion, the AMF plans to fight them every step of the way.

"Whenever we get a mullet, we will shave that head. No question," said Styles. "I'm sick and tired of

- Mr. Winters
President, N. American Mastodon Club

DNR reintroducing the hairstyle into central Wisconsin.

A wild mullet in its natural state... is simply stunning.

- Mr. Winters
President, N. American Mastodon Club

By Hilary Aussdoo

"The best time to hunt for Hot Babes is on warm sunny days, during the six-month season lasting from April through September. During the warmer months, the Northern Hot Babe is more likely to seek a breeding partner, and thus be more open to outdoors­men. Unlike the Southern Hot Babe, who breed and wander throughout the year, the Northern Hot Babe hides in caves and large sweaters during the winter, making the open season all the more special.

The best methods for hunting Hot Babes are decoy hunting and busting. Babes are naturally drawn to other Babes and shiny things. Many hunters like to use a bait pile that may include money, old copies of Cosmo and images of French things.

Longtime Hot Babe hunter, Gary M. Clitman, prefers using a call. "This wooden call mimics com­plaints and other sweet English words that give the Hot Babe a natural feeling of security. I've bagged plenty of Hot Babes in the past using this method. Hopefully this year I will nail a tro­phy on opening day."

Hot Babe hunters are reminded to practice Catch and Release when hunting Hot Babes. "Of course, many hunters will want to save a few for the frying pan and mount a trophy Babe above the fireplace, but in order to retain the great popu­lation of Hot Babes in this area, we need to be ethical in our Hot Babe Management," said Warden Pepper. "Also, remember to be safe out there. All hunters should wear blaze orange, display proper tags and use sanitary protection when field dressing your Babe."
DNR agent caught poaching beaver
Trapper's web of deceit unravels
By Joan Cusack

Making a "serious error in professional judgment," Tuesday, off-duty DNR field agent Mike Hermies was caught poaching beaver on private land. The arresting officer in the case, his wife of seven years, was dispatched to possession of "unregistered traps, a loaded gun and illegal actions," saying, "I know I broke the law, but I haven't been that right, Anne?"

Mrs. Hermies, noticeably infuriated, continued, "His badge will be revoked. Also, Mike can take that skank-ass beaver and move to fucking Florida if he wants. I'm keeping the goddamn house."

Agent Mike Hermies was obviously upset with his actions, saying, "I know I broke the law, but I haven't been catching any beaver in my traps for a long time now. I'm not so sure that I want them touching my nuts, but it seems like a pretty good deal."

All squirrels that were chosen for the experiment were knocked out and given shocks through electrodes inserted into their penises. Once the procedure was finished, each squirrel was tied to a treadmill and forced to "walk it off" until they eventually collapsed.

"It was fun to watch those little guys ride the treadmill," exclaimed biology student Peter Dunkin. "After shocking penises all day long, the class deserved a good laugh. We were going to conduct laxative research to test how constipated we could get the squirrels, but Professor Harden declined."

Thirteen out of 30 squirrels tested were actually killed in the experiment, but Ron Squirly survived and couldn't have been happier. "It's been difficult for me to get it up in the past," said Squirly, but now I can run faster, jump higher, and have loads of sex. I've been getting phone calls from all the lady squirrels, and making lots of new friends." CNR students will be honoring the 13 squirrel victims by kicking off the third annual squirrelfeed on April 1, sponsored by the CNR. The proceeds will be donated to the families of the squirrels who gave their lives for the experiment, and a bronze squirrel genitalia statue will be commissioned.

Wolf raised by tame humans
found lecturing on voter apathy
By Lathia N. Thoobs

Members of the Ghost Lake wolf pack in Northeastern Wisconsin found a "tame pup" wandering in the woods early Tuesday morning.

Alpha Male White Ears described the unusual find as, "A very bizarre spectacle."

The tame pup was sitting by a pine tree, lecturing in human-howler to the forest spirits and a few woodchucks about "voter apathy among young adults and the problems that this self-negligence will surely bring in the future." His human-wear included a silk vest, a monocle and an oversized magnum smoking pipe.

The wandering younger further confused the Ghost Lake pack by his refusal to drink milk from any of the older females. White Ears said, "That bizarre tame pup kept asking us for 'juice' and 'treats' all day long. I guess those humans that raised him never thought about his wolf heritage."

The intellectual beast continued to annoy other pack members with very bizarre, human-like behavior. He would not eat raw elk brains, snarl or even howl at the moon. Instead, he spent his time reading The DaVinci Code, talking about "opinions" and "environmental ethics" mumbo jumbo one more time, I swear I'm going to lose it."

CNR animal testing goes nuts
By Justin Heras

An estimated 300 animals, including cats, dogs, birds and squirrels are used in animal research at the CNR building each year. About 90% of the animals tested agree that it can be invasive and painful, but the rewards usually outlast the pain.

Students in the 378 biological testing units recently conducted a Viagra test on squirrels and were thrilled by the results.

Squirrels from all areas of Stevens Point were lined up outside the CNR building to volunteer for the experiments, and many of them were excited to be a part of the new experiment. One squirrel mentioned that he "was thrilled to have the chance to feel young again."

Another squirrel up for the experiment was Ron Squirly, a retired acorn excavator from Schmeeckle Reserve. "I'm not so sure that I want them touching my nuts, but it seems like a pretty good deal."

...
Fine arts center looks totally fat in spring break photos

By The CCC
THE AHERA FRANKLIN OF ACADEMIC BUILDINGS

Upon returning from South Padre Island, Texas last Sunday, the Fine Arts Center took her film to the one-hour photo lab at K-mart. The results were simply appalling.

"I know I kinda slacked off a little during winter, but holy shit, I look totally fat in all my pics," the Fine Arts Center said after perusing the glossy prints.

"I am devoted to wearing men's and women's underwear on my head," Hiscock explained. "I am not doing that ecstasy shit anymore." He then returned to vomiting and looking disgusted with the memory fresh in his attic.

"At least I hooked up," she scoffed. "The Suzuki Center didn't get laid once." She continued thumbing through the pictures sadly. "I can't believe my new bikini looked so bad on me. I guess I'll have to start running again and eating a low-plaster diet."

"I like to wear women's panties on my head when I'm doing homework, or out on the lake fishing," Hiscock said from the Stevens Point Correctional Facility. "Normally I look for dirty underwear, but due to the recent rainy weather, I searched for a clean pair instead, and that's when I found the milfoil."

"I am devoted to wearing men's and women's underwear on my head, but I am more devoted to fighting the spread of Eurasian water-milfoil and other invasive species from polluting our inland lakes," Hiscock explained. "When I discovered that the invasive species had spread to my neighbor's underwear drawer I just had to report it."

The DNR is currently working on how the invasive species have evolved to live in underwear drawers and exactly how they have spread to human beings. An ornithologist has been hired to pinpoint the cause of this unusual phenomenon.

In addition, the DNR plans to hire 30 underwear inspectors, who will work at underwear drawers and various laundromats during the summer. They will talk with people who wear underwear, and provide them with information to help them identify invasive species and take steps to ensure that their underwear are clean of these invaders.

Please help stop the spread of invasive species by checking your underwear before putting them in someone else's drawer. Make sure to clean your genitals of all plants and debris after exiting a body of water.

Invasive plant species found in dorm furniture

By Sgt. Curley Pubes
NOT A PERVERT ON SUNDAYS

Thirty-two students at UWSP have discovered Eurasian water-milfoil and zebra mussels in their underwear drawers recently, leaving Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources baffled about what to do.

The invasive species were found accidentally by perverted limnology student Phillip Hiscock, after he allegedly snuck into Knutzen Hall in the hopes of stealing women's panties. Hiscock reported his discovery to the DNR, and was apprehended by police and later charged with breaking and entering.

"I like to wear women's panties on my head when I'm doing homework, or out on the lake fishing," Hiscock said from the Stevens Point Correctional Facility. "Normally I look for dirty underwear, but due to the recent rainy weather, I searched for a clean pair instead, and that's when I found the milfoil."

Although it is uncertain as to why Hiscock wears clean underwear on his head during rainy weather, he explained his position on water quality clearly.

"I am devoted to wearing men's and women's underwear on my head, but I am more devoted to fighting the spread of Eurasian water-milfoil and other invasive species from polluting our inland lakes," Hiscock explained. "When I discovered that the invasive species had spread to my neighbor's underwear drawer I just had to report it."

The DNR is currently working on how the invasive species have evolved to live in underwear drawers and exactly how they were transported there in the first place. Due to budget cuts, an ornithologist has been hired to pinpoint the cause of this unusual phenomenon.

In addition, the DNR plans to hire 30 underwear inspectors, who will work at underwear drawers and various laundromats during the summer. They will talk with people who wear underwear, and provide them with information to help them identify invasive species and take steps to ensure that their underwear are clean of these invaders.

Please help stop the spread of invasive species by checking your underwear before putting them in someone else's drawer. Make sure to clean your genitals of all plants and debris after exiting a body of water.
Lil' Jon to host gangsta rap fest at Bruiser's

Stevens Point wins right to host show for "Whitest White City in America"

By Sheanaynayquina Harris-Jones

PROFESSIONAL SPEAKER DANCER

According to Lil' Jon and the East Side Boyz's website (www.liljonline.com), Lil' Jon will be hosting the third annual "Teach Whitey the Ways" benefit concert at Bruiser's in Stevens Point on Saturday, May 23rd. Local resident and student Peter Zoidberg registered Stevens Point in Lil' Jon's contest, "Who Da Whitest White City Out Here?" The winner of the contest, venue pending, will win the rights to host the every-growing yearly festival.

"YEEEEEAAAH, we're supa pumped to be bringin' ghetto vibes into yo' white-ass community," was the message released by Lil' Jon per his website. Previous winning cities include Livonia, Mich. (2002) and Bar Nobs, Wash. (2003).

Lil' Jon featuring The East Side Boyz featuring Ludacris featuring Pharell featuring D12 featuring J-Kwon featuring Lloyd Banks featuring Andre 3000 and R2-D2 (of Star Wars fame) on turntables will conclude the festival upstairs and downstairs, with R2-D2 spinning a special post-show come-down set.

Any fanboys looking forward to the event are $92.50.

Tickets will be extremely limited and UWSP students will have first crack at them through the University Box Office on Saturday, April 10 at 9 a.m. All day passes for the event, which will run from noon until bartime, are $95.20.

Lil' Jon's charity, "Oooookaaaaayyy for Inner City Kids," will receive 95 percent of the ticket profits; the other percent will go toward Lil' Jon's new Texas-sized bling-bling- eroo.

Gibson announces plans for Passion 2

By Arthur Digby Sellers

Mel Gibson stunned the movie industry by announcing that he signed a deal to produce a sequel to his blockbuster The Passion of Christ.

Gibson had previously enjoyed telling the media of his plans for the sequel, "You guys thought the first one was bloody, wait until the sequel comes out. We're talkin' Evil Dead mixed with Kill Bill with extra organs thrown in for good measure."

Gibson was a little skittish about the sequel, however ever he did mention a few facts about the Passion 2.

The sequel will be set in the future and will have an appearance by anyone. Apparently Jesus comes back to life to smite all the sinners and anyone else he deems undeserving on the details, houn- tioned that the post Vatican II Catholic church will not escape uncathed.

In my opinion the cur- rent Catholic church has just as much blood on their hands as the Jews. My hope is that this movie can warn people that they have the choice of converting to fundamentalist Christianity or burn forever in Hell, but it's their choice.

All the cast members will change due to the fact that their characters have all died by the time the movie takes place.

Even the character of Jesus will be portrayed by another actor.

Gibson mentioned that he was torn between Jason Biggs and Ashton Kutcher.

The original Passion shut- tered box office records for reli- gious movies and has set many box office records for religious movies and has set many

"...people...have the choice of converting to fundamentalist Christianity or burn forever in Hell, but it's their choice."

Mel Gibson, Director of Passion 2

Passion fans should expect the sequel sometime next year.

Gibson was very clear that the movie will take long as it takes.

"I really don't want to bur- den my family with all this on one. Besides, I need plenty of time to let the critics start up another campaign to publicize this movie as much as the last one."

Gibson's "featuring" acts will perform separately throughout the day upstairs and downstairs, with R2-D2 spinning a special post-show come-down set.

Lil' Jon and his newly mar- ried energy beverage, Crunk...

Jackson in a rivishing three-way involving him- self, Buscemi and Carrie Fisher after Buscemi masterfully clears Fisher's kitchen sink. The pulp: strawberries, whipped cream and two feet of anal beads. The scene provides some of the best dialogue from the movie, after Buscemi pulls the strawberries from the pipes, he exclaims, "Bitch, bend over. Now I've got a pipe that needs unclogging," and ends in one of the most powerful ejacu- latory scenes I've seen in my entire life. Jackson, a shut-in hermit neighbor, hears the ruckus next door and naturally comes over to investigate, which prompts a big-ole-man event on Fisher's ass.

Literally.

As if the script wasn't pow- erful enough, the acting from each of Buscemi's shots is so finely portrayed that at times, I felt as though I was right there amidst the grinding, groaning and gagging. Wi. Maverick, porn director aficionado, gets right in the middle of the action with intense close-ups of insertions and facials.

I hate to label films as "Best of the Year," but Cleveland Steamer Massacre is one of those. The ending, I will say that the midget's confrontation to Buscemi at the end about his gonorrhea is truly a tear-jerker. Jackson, you be a bitch in the McDonald's corner's booth and then makes her finish off her Super-Sized Big Mac meal, with fries and a Coke.

Cleveland Steamer Massacre is rated PG-13 for brief nudity, suggestive language and adult situations, and will show at Campus Cinemas this weekend at 11 a.m., 1 p.m. and 5 p.m.

Cleveland Steamer

Massacre reviewed

By Harry Knowles

SCARY, VIRGINIA FILM CRITIC

Keanu Reeves was reported to be in serious but stable condition after being assaulted by an unruly pack of fanboys over the sheer crapricular- nesses of the Matrix sequels.

Witnesses say that the gang of overweight, scraggly, black-clad geeks surrounded the somnambulistic actor as he exited a Spencer's Gifts. Without warning, the fanboys began mercilessly pummeling Reeves, one even screaming, "Eat my foot, Mr. Anderson!"

The fanboys scattered upon arrival of the police. Reeves was taken to the hospital and is recuperating from numerous broken ribs, a ruptured spleen and multiple concussions. After his attack, Reeves could only muster a single word response, "Whoa."

The Matrix sequels have been considered major disappointments, with many stating that they "suck," "blow," and "are mammoth stinkers." The sequels have been the major target. in the future and will have a sequel in the future and will have a sequel

None of the Matrix sequels were considered major disappointments, with many stating that they "suck," "blow," and "are mammoth stinkers." Jackson, you be a midget's confrontation to Buscemi at the end about his gonorrhea is truly a tear-jerker. Jackson, you be a bitch in the McDonald's corner's booth and then makes her finish off her Super-Sized Big Mac meal, with fries and a Coke.
JoBeth! Adventures in Parking Services by BJ Horns & Joey Hetzel

Hey! Come back here! I saw you thinking about parking there! Like, slow down!!

Forget chasing ambulances! There's real money to be had!

Your College Survival Guide: Short Attention Span Mailbag by Pat "Ball" Rothfuss and friends.

Ready, Patball?

Yes and full of hate.

I found the vagina monologues to be disgusting...

Another guide to Yuanmou for a beginner tomorrow.

It is true.

I smell patzucos.

You run spellcheck when you yourself.

What do you think of Paris Hilton?

My sex tape is cheaper.

Gay marriage?

It is okay—I am filled with young the hate.

Carball! Do you need some mission coffee house grass to wash down the scummy columnist?

We need to wash these gloves.
Pointer Question of the Week:
Should vegetarians eat animal crackers?

Send all replies to pointer@uwsp.edu. The best response will win an all-expense paid, 4-day, 3-night trip to Hell at the luxurious Lucifer’s Palace and Suites, Third Back Cavern, Hell.
NEW-CHEESE SAGADILLAS™ Our version of the classic quesadilla! Chipotle salsa and Pepper Jack cheese is stuffed between two layers of flaky, crispy tortilla crust and baked to a golden brown. We then top it with cheddar cheese, more salsa, sour cream and other Mexican goodies. $6.99

NEW-BAJA TOPPER Sweet, sour and a little kick! Our Cilantro-lime salsa is topped with juicy, grilled chicken then onions, sliced red and green peppers, pineapple, jalapeños and smothered in Pepper Jack and cheddar cheeses. Medium $13.49 Large $15.99 XX-L $22.49

NEW-STEAK FAJITA Tender strips of juicy steak with onions, green and red peppers on our spicy Chipotle salsa and smothered with mozzarella and cheddar cheeses. Sour cream and salsa on the side. Medium $13.99 Large $15.99 XX-L $22.49

NEW-CHICKEN FAJITA Go south of the border with this mild Mexican treat of fajita chicken, onions, green and red peppers, mozzarella and cheddar cheeses on our NEW Chipotle salsa. Traditional Mexican sauces on the side. Medium $13.99 Large $15.99 XX-L $22.49

TACO TOPPER Our most popular pizza has taco sauce and is piled high with Mexican goodies like spicy taco meat, mozzarella and cheddar cheeses, tortilla chips, crisp lettuce, tomatoes, black olives and green onions. Sour cream and salsa on the side. Medium $13.99 Large $15.99 XX-L $22.49

TACOSTIX South of the border flavor that dips and moves like a real cha-cha when paired with our savory salsa sauce. Single $3.99 Triple $8.99

TOPPER’S®
249 Division St.

342-4242
Open 11am to 3am Daily!

Print a Menu and Coupons at...
www.toppers.com

Fast, free delivery or 15 min. carryout • $7 minimum delivery

FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITIES...
CALL 1-888-5TOPPER